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25TH ANNIVERSARY OF P.P.P.  

Address by Comrade Cheddi Jagan  

Comrade Chairman, Distinguished Guests, Comrade Delegates and. Observers: 

We meet on a very auspicious occasion - the 25th Anniversary of the 

founding of our Party. During this period, the PPP has become a household 

word; we can proudly say that we have, made an indelible imprint on our land. 

There can be no history of Guyana without the history of the PP?. 

And more than that, it was we who so to speak first placed Guyana on the 

map of the world,. Though our country is small, by our deeds it became known 

throughout the world - deeds which were honourable because they were rooted in 

struggle and based on patriotism and working class internationalism 

At the very beginning the PPP formed a vital link with the wor4 revolution- 

ary, national and social liberation movements 	We wrote socialim in our banner 

inspired as we had been by the sacrifice and.great achiemeitsoT the heroice 

Soviet people. It is not surprising tha-t in the same year 'tha' sje celebrate.our 

25 years, the world celebrated the '30th Anniversary of the defeat of Fascism. 

Long live the glorious Soviet Union. 

The PPP was born in strug.gle'a-ndrooted in the working class. The bullets 

,Which snuffed out the lives of the Enmore martyrs acted as a catalyst agent. 

And the betrayal of the workers by the opportunists and bandwaggoners of the 

Labour Party set the seal for the birth of the PPP 25 years ago in 1950  

Three trade unions - the Guiana Industrial Workers Union, the British Guiana 

Labour Union and the Sawmill and Forest Workers Trade Union - were the powerful 

roots which sustained the.Party,, and 'the blood, of the Enmore martyrs fertilized 

the soil on which it grew. 

We fought for freedom, democracy, human rights, and. socialism. 

We strove untiringly for national independence. At the very beginning we 

declared that our people would never be able to exercise their humanity unless 

our country was free from colonial rule and foreign domination. Today, the brain-

washers of the National Service Scheme are trying to rewrite and distort history;, 

they are teaching the youth that the PPP (as well as the United Force) werecaint 

Here is a blatant attempt by the guilty'PNC to cast its.own sin 

on the PPP. But let me say this quite clearly: no amount of PNC "soap and deter-

gents" will succeed in washing away our record; all Guyanese know, inde.edthe 

whole world knows, that the PPP was the only gen. inG'consistnt foice fighting. 

for independence. We, not. the PNC 'the record will show, are the real patriots. 

3ut ours was not just a struggle in abstraction.  We combined the longterm, 

with the immediate. If we were to realise our :oals of inde.endence and socialism, 

we must have democracy, we declar€c10 
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For us, the first blow for democracy was the fight for universal adult suffrage. 

Today, many take for granted that everyone is entitled to vote. But still there are 

quite a few who are unaware that it was the -PPP which first called, before the Wadding-

ton Constitution Commission in 1951, for the right of everyone to vote without quali-

fication, and for the voting age to be reduced to age 18. 

And a determined, move was made to block us from propagating revolutionary ideas. 

Lionel Luckhoo's "subversive literature" thought control motion in the colonial Legis-

lative Council and the hysteria it generated led to the seizure and burning of nine 

crates of books and pamphlets imported from England in 1951. .Iany of our comrades 

were harassed by the police and some served jail sentences for being in possession of 

banned literature, deemed subversive by the colonial ruler6 and the Ind.o-Saxon and 

Afro-Saxon collaborators. 

it.we advocated, not 'oniyte  ±ree disseniiaoñ 	ideas. We op osed restrict- 
ions on the free movement of Guyanese. For foir years froth.1953 to 1957, many PPP  

leaders were restribtedto the areas where they lived and could not move about freely. 

And we removed the bans placed on the entry into 
Gof 
uyana pro  ressive West Indians 

and others at the first opportunity during cfr 133 days in government in 1953. 

Our concern about human rights was also shown by our firm stand against the hated  

doctrine of apartheid,  practised by the fascist South African government. 

Another strong plank of the PPP was freedom of association particularly as it 

affected the right of workers to belong to trade unions, and to have recoiscd the 

unions of their choice. Unfortunately, our attempts to make this into law failed on 

two occasions, in 1953  and 1963. This year, the sugar workers must make a determined, 

all-out stand for recognition of GiV/lJ. If they cannot obtain it by law or administra-

tive procedure, they must get it by militant action. 

And we took the lead in enshrining these and other rights in the.ndamenta1 Rights 

section of our Constitution. The Guyanese people will not easily forget that those 

who at one time attacked us as Marxists intent on the denial of freedoms.are today 

themselves step. by step eroding the Constitutional guarantees. We must make a deter-

mined stand to preserve the liberties we fought for and. achieved. 

By its dynamic .and forceful struggle, the PPP did its duty to the Guyanese and 

international working class. 

It i 

the F?? did not pioneer; education, health, ariculture, banking etc. 
Eft 

The achievement-in 1951  of one of the most Uavancedtt  ablonial constitutions was 

in itself an indirect help to freedom fighters elsewhere. Another PPP contribution was 

its opening of the door in 1961 as the first petitioner to the United Nations Decolona-

sation- Committee. 
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Standing steadfast to principle, the PPP was the only. party in the Caribbean which 

did not join the US colthar bandwaggon. It did. not taOlc and turn and make deals with 
imperialism. It did not assume n opporttuust ppsiton even in the face of grave diffi-
cultLes. It. established lin1cs:.withL, 'and lèñt'suppb± tO, naiOiJ. liberation movements 

It is nt without significance to note that when theConstitutión was suspended in 
October 1953,  the British Tory ruling class in a White Paper declared jhat, 'we had been 
supporting "terrorists" in Malaya and Kenya. The Yankee iinperialists in the early 19601  
attacked the. PPP governn3ent because it did not join the wolf-pack n blockading Cuba. 

But time ha vindicated :our stand. :.Wé are praid that*  we played a' role',.. óivever 
• 

small., in brin±ng .independen.e• to many coJLonies, 
we see so many flocking to Cuba and embroii'g the 
leader, Comrade Fidel Castro, when we see the USA 
lifting the, criminal OAS blockade on Qiba,,. we can, 
were right, we were the pioneers. 

and socialism tb Cuba. Today, when 
Cuban revolution and 'the great Cuban 
and many Latin American countries 
•proüdly'say thi"hasprOved that we 

Tn" the;. eyes of the PP?. genuine proletariar int 'natiônalim. is an essential, asp-
ect-op true patriotism. 

ahievernents was the forging of unity betwée'thè two 
major ethnic groups - Black and Indian. When that unity resulted in 'its. victory of 18 
out of 24 seats at the 1953  elections the im erialist cold warriors used the weapon of 
anti-communism to destroy the first PPP government. Later; after engineering a split  
in the party, racial division and animosity ias used as the excuse for manipulating the 
electoral system to rmove the PPP from the government n 196L-,  

In many other ways, the PPP fUlfilled its role as the vanguard. We were- q-  1 first 
in the Caribbean to attack the Puerto Rican economic planning model, 'which was held up 
in the late 1950's  as the panacea of all the ills fncing the Guyanese and CarLbean 
peoples. Today, all those who embraced it and. criticised us have been forced to recog-
nise its inadequacy.  

When we pointed at the weaknesses of the Caribbean Federation as a glorified 
crown colony and refused to join it, we were attacked. Because vie welcomed the then 
progressive turn in politics in Venezuela and Brazil, we were accused of turuirig our 
backs on the Caribbean (actually it was the English-speakmg Caribbean leaders who had 
turned their backs on Us) and embracing "continental destiny". '7e are pleased to see 
that many are now treading the path we blazed in seeing the essential identity of the 
Caribbean and Latin America. 

Many 
• 

,  of the shotcox4ngs 
fling exposeq because o1 its world view are now coining to light. Our eratics are now 

-ored tomove in the dir6ction we pointed cut. 

• •• 	Even on the 4ixetidn of dre 	reform, we were the first to introduce the shirt- 
j ao 

"We pioneered the way in emphasizing our own histr an ôul±uro 	. gçvern- 
ment canc1led. the lease to the. golf club (how the 'National Park), one of 'the' baátions 
of coloni1 privilege. 

Today the erstwhile anti-communistssuddenly taken on this mantl 	It Is not  
wibhout amusement that we note that .olicemen who not too lon_ a_o were inst ic ed. te 
seize Marxist books such as Lenin's Stae nd Revolution in their raid of homes  and to  
harass their ?P? owners are no' exhorted to stud Marxism-Leninism This is a welcome 
d&telopmént. 	 ••• 	' 	•' 	' ' ' .' 

But we, must be forgiven if we .question the sinó'eM•t of soiiC of the new. converts 
like Kit Nascimento who not too long ago were. rabid. anti-commun.jsts. Toe many opportunist 
boot-lickers are bandying the name of comrade. Remember the biblical warn;ng, 'Not all 
who shout Lord, Lore, shall enter into the kingdom of tieaven.' 	c too oar ay "N9t all 
who shc*it Comrade, Comrade, shall enter into the kingdom of socialism." Down with the 
sohists 

• Th.±snew development, however  can intiatea process 'Whiôh even 'the PiOdil find.  
difficulty in hating. 	sthe door for a d.ialoue ra.th  PQ.  rank and filers It  
mut be our task to raise their understanding and consciousness of the theory and prac-
tice of scientific socialis, f Marxism-Leninism. . 



But let us not be lulled int.o a false sense of. security because of thisposItive 
possibility. We must be on iard* We must remethber that with the intensificatipn of 
the international class struggle., and the balance of world forces shifting in favour 
of socialism, imperialism is becoming more flexible and cunning, it is devising new 
tactics and strategies. As Marxism-Leninism grips the masses2  imperialism will try 
to distort and derail it. 

This 25th Anniversary is a good time to assess the whole complex but fluid situat-
ion, to take. stock of our own .position, - our strength and weaknesses. s.  and to-determine 
how we should continue to influence the situation in a positive. 'ay. ltii.1h a view to 
splitting our ranks and weakening our 	d party an its influence, some idiots and oppor- 
tunists are constantly harping on the mistakes we mate. It is necessary to observe that 
only fools who do nothing make no mistakes!  

The main burden of their attack is  
and given support to the Cuban. Revolution. That they fqi  1 to note is that had-we not  
taken a firm patriotic position, a world view and resorted to militant action we would  
not have been able to win over the masses from the traitors and collaborators. Instead 
of attackingus, they should direct their guns .against those who in the name of tactics 
betrayed the revolution b 	littin and vëakènIh_ itföThe. That WOUld be. correct  
historical persjeotive. 

The mistake we made was not the espousal of Marxism, it was that we dad not fully 
implement it in practice 

The PPP was a party geared to winning elections; it was not geared to coO1ter 
subversion, conspiracy and. sabotage. It was only in 1961 that we established an.ideo-
logical school, and only in 1969  that we took a decision to transform our loose mass 
party into a disciplined Marxist-Leninist party. 

One of the difficulties encountered was that with the "rightist" and "leftist" 
opportunist splits and betrayals, there was not enough personnel to man both the govern-
ment and party administration at the same time. The result was that party work suffered 
wile we were marking time in government without power and being sabotaged at the same 
time. 

The mistake, vie made was to have given priority to government rather than the party, 
stayig.in  the government too long without independence, assuming responsibility without 
real power, and ther3by undermining our infJience, cutting the ground under our feet, at 
the same time. 

possible to correct past  mistakes and to build a strong pary, ideologically and organ-
izationally united, so as to continue to 4ve po8itive leadership to the Guyanee wnrki 
class and to influence the situation in the direction of peace democracy and socialism. 

To. continue to play our vanguard role, we must properly assess the situation. Up 
to 1970, because of the government's obvious anti-working class and pro-imperialist pol-
icies, it was easy to criticise, expose and oppose the PNC. Today, the position is not 
so clear-cut. It is complex and has lea to some confusion. 

•Some moves which for years. we have been agitating for or would have supported have 
been made - - recognition of the Soviet Union, China, Cuba, German Democratic Republic 
and other socialist states, membership of the non-aligned movement, 'su'p-port for the 
frican liberation movements,national ownership qnd control of natural resources, -enber-

shin ix the InterItinal DoUxito Association; iationa1isatib.0 of Dethb,Renold and 
Jessels; attack on capitalism and defense of socialism; support of SELL for Latin Amer-
ican and. Caribbean economic cooperation; advocacy of Marxism-Leninism. 

.The PNC would like the Guyanese people to believe that all this is part of, and the 
unfolding of, a grand design formulated.. years ago by the master brain of its leadership. 

This is far from the truth. The fact is the PNC has no principled position. . For 
it, politics is the art of making deals, even with imprialism. 	eing ppportmstic 
a.id praaic, its moves are largely deterruned by ciflierai1ing pressures. 

Several factors, external end internal,  ob.jetIve ana subje'ctiv, have inflnced 
develop'ients an Guyana. And certain antabona±i-e contradictions had to be- 'esolveL. 
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• The acceptance, however reluctantly, of peaceful coexistence and detente. byU.S. 

imperialism consequent.: on the grave fiscal and economic situation, including the dev-
&luation of the US dollar, in the early 1970's opened the door for the PNC fregime to 
modify its outright pro-imperialist, coidwar foreign policies. This was clearly shown 
in, its voting record in the United Nations 'on' the question of the seating of ChI in 
that body - - opposition in 1966 and 1967;abstention in 1968, 1969 and l970; support in 
1971- 

.Also. the, bnirx,'th.mbition of the 	publicity-conscious: leader to. become world 
renowned, to achieve -.'.'a more rewarding position" in wdr1dpolitics, (remember his leader-
or-nothing demand in 1953  when he was chairman of the w) is acting as a constant 
pressure on the government to keep pace with the states in the non-aligned movement like 
Cuba with a firm 'anti-imperialist position and even to go. beyond the pemissable limits 
imposed by imperialism. 	. . 	. 

On the home front., certain contradictions have developed between the PNC regime and 
imperialism, which had brought itto power. This was 'because in Guyana as elsewhere in 
the "third world",' neo-colonial rule and foreign dictated policies led to a widening gap 
in living standards betwaen the' imperialist states and the imperialist-dominated states. 
For instance, the much-touted $300  million Development Plan (1966-72), which was supposed 
to have ushered in th.e'?NC.utop±a prematurelycoilapse.d in 1969-70. And for the masses, 
living conditions' deteriorated.  

With general discontent even among its own rank and file, and political and ideo-
logical pressure from the PPP, the PNC was foroed to talk about aocialism. But not 
wishing to make a radical break and. to dismantle the imperialist socio-economic struot-
ure,it advocated the false. ideology of "cooperative socialism;" namely, that,  cooperat-
ives would be the means by which socialism would be brought to Guyana,. 

However, as conditons continued to worsen, the PNC was foced. to follow the 'lead 
of the progressive "third world" countries in the United Nations end alsewhere and 
advocate measures such as the national ownership and. control of, natural resources. And 
with the near-collapse of the economy in early .1974 as a result firstly of the accuula-
tea adverse a±fects of nearly a decade of pro-imperialist policies, and secondly of the 
imported inflation from the 'capitalist wdrld., the PNC government s',  forced to take some 
steps against imperialism. 	' 	. 	' ' " 	 '• 	,. 

The PNC leadership perhaps more than anyone else realized from the high-jackin, g and 
tampering of ballot boxes in the 1968 and especially the 1973  general elections where it 
stood with: the masses. Particularly shocking ito it no doubt *was the very lOw turnout 
of voters in' 1973  in, its former' strbrgho1d, Georgetown. It kw that it could not ,6.9nt-
inue in- the old: way.  

With 'the country facing bankruptcy)  the government suspended shient in the 
latter part of 1972+  of sugar to the United Kingdom until the price was raised. In 
search of Arab Petro-dollar loans, . it: broke diplomatic relations with ICrael, the base 
of US imperialis.in  the Middle East.' • 	 '. 

0•'  '' '' 	 ' .'.' 

... . ... .......... 

Desperately In need of cash, and exposed and attacked by. thePPPfor'aoil'Jatig 
on the nationalisation of Guyana Mines Limi  tea., the bauxite subsidiary of Reynold' 
Metals Company, and for not even following Jamaica' s lead in putting a levy on bauxite 
because of the 25-year tax-freeze secret deal made with the company in 1965, the PNC 
government was' forced: 	movC. It imposed a levy, but the Company:  reftsed to pay and 
chall'enge4 it in court. 	' • 	 . 

Not too long after, it was announced that a settlement had been reached; the case 
was 	withdrawn and the eompany was nationalised. The fact that Reynolds paid the levy 
in J.aiaicabut refused to do so in Guyana would indicate that it found the terms of 
nationalisation so favourable that it preferred nationalisation-to taxation. 	verthe- 

"le,n'ationalisati'on thouh:1ate  (it should have come soon, after, " within' months of", 
the takeover of the Demerara 'Bauxite Company in 1971) is welcome. Imperialism Is there-
by weakened in Guyana. The opportunity is now provided, to break down the social struct-
ure which would have been impossible without nationalisation. 

But it must be noted that whilethe PNC has been fored to take some steps against 
imperialism, it does not have a consistent, firm anti-imperialist position. Witness 
that the 'Booker's monopoly remainC 'intact," and "the PNC has declared: its intention of 
working in partnership with it. The foreign banks and insurance companies still have a 
great influence in the field of finance and credit. 
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How does imperialism view and respond to the developing situation? Clearly, it is 
not very happy. Its discomfiture is all the greater firstly because of its failure 
through the years to build with the National Labour Fro@t, United Force, Guiana United 
Muslim Party, the Justi,c Party and others a viable alternative to the PPP; and secondly 
because of its realisation that the PPP is gaining political support at the expense of the 
the PNC. 

Consequently, despite some contradictions between the regime'aM Anglo-American 
imperialism, the latter .is forced to continue to support the PNC. However, it is playing 
a hold-me-loose-me, political game, lening the government support but at the same time 
trying to compromise and contain it. 

Imperialism is aware of the strength and weaknessess of the PNC and the contradict-
ions within its structure - - its basic opportunism; and its leader, 
presiding over a largely grasping petty-bourgeois middle class eli'te on the one hand, and 
a dispossessed worker-peasant rank and file on the other. In the former, imperialism 
sees a continuing ally; in the latter, an eventual class enemy. 

One group of the PNC elite particularly with a United Democratic Party or United 
Force background constitutes'bureuOxatic capitalist climbers with ambitions to becoming 
industrial and commercial capitalists. They are opposed to change. BUt because they are 
wedded to capitalism 'and imperialism, they would support those measures which are in 
keeping with the. changing tactics and strategies of imperialism. 

In this regard, it must be noted that with the intensification of the international 
class struggle, the strengthening of the camp of socialism and the weakening of the camp 
of capitalism, the failure of limited military intervention in and economic blocade of 
Cuba and massive armed intervention in Vietnam, the imperialists have been forced to 
substitute for "big stick" methods more subtle forms of 'domination such as regional in-
tegration, joint enterprises, multilateral aid, etc., And these are adapted flexibly to 
sQit each particular situation. 

For instance, while unity and cooperation among developing countries are essential 
for developmentani progress, regional integration of a certain type - - Latin American 
'ree. Trade. Association (I.FTA) and the Central American Common Market (CLCM) - - also 
favour the transnational corporations. That was why the PNC regime pushed to bring into 
being C1.RIFTA, now, CiR.IC0M, in 1968. 

And because of the general and growing hostility to the transnational corporations, 
and the threat of nationalisation consequent on the worsening position of the under-
developed, world, imperialism has advocated and supported pertnership in the form of 
"joint enterprises" so as to create a social bease for capitalism-imperialism. 

Because tied aid, "aid with striñgsU,  created grae debt and balance-of-payments 
problems for many developing countries and thus become unpopular (for instance in Guyana, 
the PNC in the early 1970's began describing aid as raid),. the US strategists shifted 
emphasis from bilateral to multi-lateral aid through internaUona and regional lending 
agencies such as the world T'*,the International Development Association.,-. the Latin 
American Development Bank, etc.; they have even pit in a sizeable mount of money in the 
Caribbean Development Bank. 	 . 

Economic consideration also forced a change from a policy of cold war to detent, 
"from containment to engagement". But a section of the US ruling class'hopes to use 
detente to build bridges with socialist states, not for lasting world peace, 'but for sub-
version in the service of imperialism. 

In an address to the Council of Foreign Relations at New York in September 1972, 
William Rogers, former U.S. Secretary of State, speaking about the new strategy,, wrote 

"First, we have sought to encourage governments - friendly or unfriendly, partners 
or competitors - to talk to each other . . . Throughout the world, governments are talk-
ing to each other to a degree perhaps unknown since the war . . 

This week a Japanese Prime' Minister has visited China, and the establishment of 
diplomatic relations seems only a matter of time. 

I.-.'e welcome this process in all parts of thewld and are glad to have contributed 
to it by example and encouragement." 

-'I 
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Leading US ideologue, Zbigiuev Brezinski, Director of the Research Institute 
ci Communist Affairs and professor of law and government at Columbia University, in an 
atio1e inpan(July, 1973)  wrote that in the past when there was confrontation and 
confusion, fear and apprehension, two syntheses, Liberali.sm and Marcisui, emerged and. 

he American system was saved by creatively adapting both . . . to the American context. 
the 2ooseveltian "New Deal.' He observed. that "the United. States . . . has no choice 
out to remain actively involved, in the world . . . a move either to paoificzi.sm, or to 
proteotiøniam, or to iso1ationalism wild lead to global anarchy." 

How does this US imperialist strategist see the United. States maintaining its 
.ai"iaton and. global influence in this period. of growing alienation and orsis of con-
-once ? Firs fly, by creating 'a community of the developed. nations spanning the 

At-lant-to.and. the Pacific' , secondly, by engagi..ng "the Communist ccintries, when they 
re ready:. eady, 	globally cooperative undertakings . 	. what I once called "peaceful en- in
,a-oment with the Fast", thirdly., by providing conceptual leadership not "personal 

?shlp" 	. . 'charismatic appeal, real 	or manufactured by mass media, is not the 
historical need. for the moment. The need. is for conceptual leadership . 

There we hao it from the mouth of the establishment, The "Atlantic" concept, 
on the bank 't cold-war olic of "containment of communism" 	of the 190's and 

s must give  yto a broader global concept wit.11 the aim of liberalising and re-
nel13rn and  and revising scientific  socialism.  According to this and other 

or'cs of the convergence theor 3  there is n 1oner any need for the class struggle,  
c c 	ertceofJarxi.sm-Leninismcapital  sm will become liberalized and the  

qjJe  socialist  Etates will be transfpmed. into "socialism with 

AC 

 

and this development, that some of the PNC policy 

Another grip of the PNC elite want refon büt not revolution. They opportun-
i5ticdlly support change, but of a limited character. They support nationalisation and 
xanzion of the public sector and the military-bureaucratic' state apparatus as that 

means moi'e opportunities for personal advancement and in:.sorne eases replacement of 
Anlo3axons by and large by Afro-Saxons in top positions With fantastic salaries and 
aUoances. They want sat capitalism and. "cooperative capitalism", not socialism. 

And because of the  intense olitical and ideological struggle in Guyana, imperialism 
is D3pared. fledb1y  to adjust even to natioi.i  sation provided generous compensation is 

ie 	contracts  are awarded such as for sales agency for the Guyana Bauxite Company to 
Ph±pBros,, the US subsidiary of the giant Anglo-American Corporation of South Africa, 

jterials are secured,  and nationalisation is notmusea to lay the basis for socialism 
'out is shu:;ed  to capitalism. 

Experience has taught it in 	ta:.ndelsè.whOe that even nationalisation can 
be contained. In Bolivia, with aid and other means, imperialism was able to compromise 
and eventually overthrow the petty-bourgeois nationalist regime lea by Pas Estenssoro 
winch had nationalised. the tin mines and carried out a radical land. reform. 

What about the PNC worker-peasant rank and 	 ir4iose O.c.rjOjtions.A have 
rapidly deteriorated over the past 3 years 	They have seeii. tate capitalism in practice 
at the nationalised. Guyana Bauxite Company (Guybau) and they do not like it. No doubt 
that was why the •P1W had to . divert 224. buses from the Coast to take their supporters to 
iuden (the buate township) on the 4th Anniversary of vesting day (July 15, 1975). 

The PNC rank and filers want fundamental change which willring an end to unem- 
.Loyment and declining living standards 	For 25 years they have been hearing from the 

PPP that only oOialism holds the answer. And no doubt they have beeniI-ifluenced by 
c positive gains made by the working people in the Soviet Union, Cuba and other soc-

ialist states. They may know little or nothing about the theory and practice of Marx 
•ism-Leninism (it cannot be otherwise in view of the previous outright anti-Marxist, 
anti-Communist PNC stand). 	But they realise that in more than one-third, of the world 
where that philosophy is embraced and scientific socialist ideas have b een put into 
praOtioe, an end has been brought to unemployment, backwardness, hungerand misery. 

The PNC lead.r and the few socialists in the. PNC hierarchy (they can be . counted 
on the fingers of one hand) are therefore forced to attack capitalism and advocate 
socialism and Marxism-Leninism. 

But imperialism is •.not unduly. worried about •talk unless it is translatea into 
action. 	. . 	. 	. 	. 

In the United States, the liberal 
And it nu.st  not be forgotten that the CI 
Americas  whose leader admitted setting up 
cominunisri. And even soo1 Marxists 

bourgeoisie is abs now talking about socialism. 
paid. lmillion (us) tothe. Socialist Party of 
17 socialist parties in Latin America to fight 
- Trotakyites, Maoists, Mrcusists, "New 

fresf4.. o( 
face."  

iris  
osc must be viewed.. 
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Lefti&s" are, consciously or unconsciously)  used by imperialism to fight against 
scientific socialism. 

Imperialism therefore seoc, as its principal tasks firstly the keeping of Guyana 
within the imperialist orbit throu  Nultilatcral  if not bi-lateral  aid  and such other 
means as the distortion and revisionism of Marxism-Leninism  and the cultivation  of 
"natnaJjst socialism" or "nationalist communism"  	so-called "socialism with a 
human face" divorced from the revolutionary world  socialist system, secondly, the  
strengthening of its influence  among the PNC middle class  through 
nical assitance seminars, sponsored  no-exense-barred tours to distort  and contain 
the process in Guyana;  and if later  this  2roves  imossible  thrh  the training and 
indoctrination of police end military nersonnel to subvert the  regime, fourtbly,  

of the political  line an&amme .of the PPP through infiltration and even 
e.ssassination; and  fifthlythe  strengthenina of  the ultra-rightist forces, especially 
the racist elements in  the Indian coixiinity,  who takin advantage of the discrimin-
atory

1 1  
jDolicies  of  the PN J  utilise emotive  and reactionary slogans for their counter-

revolutionary ends. 

What about  the PNC? Two courses are open to it: firstly, to. halt the anti-
imperialist process and make a compromise with imperialism, secondly, to opt for the 
non-capitalist path by taking a firm stand against imperialism, by-passing capitalist 
deelopment and moving rapidly to socialism 

A compromise aith imperialism will 'mean the continuation of the present policy 
of placating both sectors of the PNC at the expense of the nation - the petty bour-
geois middle class with bigger jobs and astronomical salaries through nationalisation, 
expansion of 'the. public. sector and the military-bureaucratic state apparatus, state 
capital ism -and co-operative capitalism;  the rank and file with preferential treatment 
for lower-level jobs, land and loans, and through National Service. 

Such a short-sighted PNC policy will further mean 

1. the continued training of military and police personnel in capitalist 
states and the strengthening Of the military-bureaucratic state appar-
atus to hold down the people and maintain minority rule; 

the strengthening within the PNC of the petty-bourgeois middle-class and 
the muzzling.of the workers, and farmers through PNC-controlled trade 
unions like the GIIJ and the AAWtJ, and hand-picked farmers' bodies like 
Rice ction Committees, Cane Farmers Committees, Farmers Congresses, etc, 
thus placing structural obstacles to the construction of democracy and 
socialism; 

3. the perpetuation of political and racial discriminatory practices in 
order to maintain its dwindling support; 

• a step by step .move towards, firstly, a de facto, and later, a de ,jure  
authoritarian dictatorship. This will be called,demogogically a dict-
atorship . of the proletariat, but it will bear no •rsemblanco to a people' 
democracy or a socialist democracy. Instead, it will be a minority 
party holding down the people from above through military-bureaucratic 
rule with all organisations and institutions party-and-state-controlled. 

This is not the way to develop a nation. Rule by edict, however well-intention-
ed, patronage and discrimination cannot build socialism. 

Alternatively, the possibilities exist for a real hreakthroughin Guyana., of 
really, going rapidly through anti-imperialism  to socialism.  The PPP the majority 
party, i6 ôOnstantiy exerting pressure in this  direction.  And conditions are very 
favourable,, better perhaps than any other coun 	in Asia, Africa and Latin America. 
Guyana has the possibilities of truly becoming a second Cuba. 

If the PNC is sincere about its socialist declarations and intends to take a 
firm, anti-imperialist course, then in anticipation of possible attack from within 
and without by reactionary forces, it is duty bound to work out .a political solution 
at home and develop the strongest links with the socialist states, particularly the 
Soviet Union. 	 . . 

Cuba's abilityo,. deter external aggression, to survive and. to build a socialisi 
society was'to a 1ate extent dependent on internal unity and the forging of such 
links. 

The PNC should therefore drop the "two-super-powers", the "two imperialisms" 
line which equates socialist USSR with imperialist USA, and its discriminatory prac-
tices such as the surcharge on goods originating in the socialist countries, It must 
halt the dangerous...praotice of sending for training and indoctrination military, 
police and other personnel .In the whited Kingdom, United States and. Brazil, the US 
gendarme in Latin America. History h4t3 shown that when leaders like Nkrumah, Sukarno 
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and others tried to confront imperialisu, they were attacked by their own generals. 

The PNC government must also. abrogate the secret areement of 1 966 which permits  
U.S. aircraft to overflyGuyäia and the United States to station its personnel store 
equipment and supplies, operate communicationservies and service and maintain air-
craft at Atkinson Field. (now Timebri airpoi _• -further ','to, install additional or 
improve existing equipment at Ltkinson Field for navigation,_traffic control, or other 
agreed purposes." 	. 	 . 

• Since anti-imperialism is the road to socialism, this imperialist dagger pointed 
at the heart of Guyana must be removed. 

Also, if the PNC proposes genuinely to tread the progressive path, it must realize 
that its discriminatory practices play into the' hands of the ultra-right reactionary 
forces in creating a possible fifth column It must therefore forthwith end the policy 
of political and racial discrimination. 

And it must at the same timirnplement the pledges made in parliakent ip. 1971 and 
termed "peace plan" by the Guyana Graphic. Those pledges to ensure and safeguard 
democratic practices and procedures and fairp.lay were'- made after the 15PP had given to 
the PNC governnientpa'liamentary support for the hationalisation of the Demerara Bauxite 
Company. Unfortunately, those pledges have not been fulfilled.. Instead, there has 
been harassment, victimisation ,and discrimination.  

If a political solution is achieved the nation can be united. and •racticall the 
whole:eople involved and mobilised not only in deterring any moves by the reactionary 
forces.,... but also in building socialism. 

What should be our position? How should we view and act in the present situation? 

Since we are so directly involved in the political drama, we have to be careful not 
to be guilty of subjectivism and dogmatism. As Marxists-Leninists, we must be scienti-
fic and dialectical. This means taking an objective view, seeing things not on the 
basis of how we feel but how they really are. This means not being dogmatic, rigid and. 
inflexible. If the situation demands it, then we must be fearless in changing our 
political line. 

Up to 1970,  the PPP was correct in strongly criticising and opposing the PNC 
regime because of its outright antiworking class, pro-imperialist, undemocratic, 
corrupt and discriminatory policies. 

Because of the failure of the PNC to implement the "peace plan!! of-1971, the army 
hijacking of ballot boxes and the electoral fraud of 1973, and the shooting and killing 
of our comrades, we were justified in our campaign of non-cooperation  and civil 
resistance. 	 . • 

Today many evils like the Booker's monopoly, erosion of fundamental rights, absence 
of democracy, discrimination, corruption and  squariderniañia still persist. 

But the PPP cannot close its eyes to the changes brought about especially since  
its last. Congress in September 1974.  Have these changes been made against or in co-
operation with imperialism in accordance with its changing tactics and strategies? 
Considering the past deals of the PNC with imperialism, one cannot be too ,.1re) doubts  
linger. But let us be charitable and give the PNC: the benefit of the doubt. 

True, the changes have been seriously eospror.ised.But we must remember that the 
PNC is not the PPP - we cannot expect it to proceea in the same way .we would. 

The fact is that the changes, though compromised, have the effect of weakening 
imperialism. If we are to arrive at our goal of aocialism, imperialism must first be 
destroyed. • And whoever helps must be praised. We must continue to apply pressure on 
the PNC gdvernent nd also take our own initiatives in this direction. 

The situation now therefore demands a more flexible approach on the part of the 
PPP. The party had previously declared that it does not have a monopoly on socialism, 
that it is- prep ared regariless of ideological and tactical differences to work with 
others ifthey are interested in building a socialist Guyana. And this includes the 
PNC. 

Our political, line should be changed from non-cooperation and civil resistance to 
critical support This can lay the basis for a political solution' in our country.  
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It will also help to frustrate the PNC's attempts to isolate the Party. 

If we continue with the old line we face the danger in the new situation of oppos- 
ing for the sake of opposing and thus playing into the hands 	the reactionaries. As 
revolutionaries, we cannot oppose any and every move just because wa are opposed to 
the P.M. For,  instance,.some conservatives oppose nationalisation because t might 
lead to disormination. This oaiinot be air position. - -Vie must press for nationalisa-
tion and at the same time fight he monster of discrimination- With. -- all our might, we 
must put muoh more emphasis on this aspect of our wotk. 

Critical support does not clean unconditional  support. It means jut what it says  
giving support for any progressive measure, opposing any reactionary moves, and critici  
ing all shortcomings. 

We, and, particularly our friends in the socialist states, have a great duty and a 
histo'ical role to play* In this regard, we must note thepositive role the Soviet 
Union;.and other socialist states play directly and indirectly in the struggle against 
imperialism and for• socialism iGuyana and other, countries in Asia, Africa and. Latin 
America. By their policy of peaceful coexistence, disarmament, European security and 
detente, they are ensuring world peace,. the greatest safeguard for humanity everywhere. 

But the duty of the socialist states is not only to preserve world peace. They 
must also constantly strive to weaken imperialism and to change the balance of world  
forces in favour of socialism.. 	. . 	 . 	. 

Through peaceful .coexistence ..andpeaceful competition, the socialist states can 
construct, socialism (from each according to his.. ability, to each according to his 
lab. àu) ......an. atmosphere of peace and develop faster in the direction of communism (from 
each"àccording.to  his ability to each according to his needs). 

By satisfying man's material and spirivai wants and at, the same  time creating a 
new type Of man, socialism demonstrates that it' is a superior system to capitalism. 
This. permits us more easily to "sell" socialism to the masses and to win them away 
:from .the influence of the anti-communists. 

The Soviet Union and. -other socialist states have consistently worked to bring about 
detente, which has contributed to a relaxation of. tensions. This, coupled with their 
diplomatic presence,.:has helped to break down anti-communism as a political force in 
Guyana. 	. 

Remember that our fight was not against just the PNC and. the UP; our main enemy 
was Anglo-Jerican imperialism. Anti-communism, anti-Sovietism and anti-Castroism 
were the biggest weapons used against us. ..The PPP government was :subverted in 1962-64. 
because of the hysteria created that an independent Gurna  under the PPP would become 
a secOnd' Cuba. We cannot forget the removal of Marxist Professor Horace Davis and 
others from the University of Guyana, the refusal of the administration to permit a 
series of lecturers on Marxism and the deliberate attempt made to change the image of 
the University. We are glad that the PNC has been forced to swallow its anti-communist 
and anti-Cuban sentiments and to advocate Marxism-Leninism. 

Socialist states have the duty also through diplomatic and othe'r means to exert 
influence on "third world" countries, like Guyana to. break from the capitalist world and 
cooperate with or join the socialist camp., e must not forget that if-imperialism is 
weakened on the world scene, it makes our struggle for national liberation and, socialism 
easir. ..... 

- A.:rt from the .'ositive--role •la d átth.e state level b socialist countries on 
the basis of peaceful coexistence, communi's't and workers parties also aid the revolu-
tionary struggle through solidarity and support at the party level on the basis of 
proletarian internationalism. 	' 

This support has been demonstrated by the many measages . solidarity we have 
received from fraternal parties, and the presence''here with us of the delegation of the 
Communist Party of Cuba.  

We must assiduously work to strengthen our links with fraternal parties, and to 
uphold the principles of peaceful coexistence and. prOletarian internationalism. Nothing 
must be done to hamper or imperil the observance of these principles. 

Socialist states also have a res onsibilit to make' sure that petty-bourgeois 
nationalist governments  like the  PNC do not exploit the relations between them and. riakc 
it ppoa that their pQrtic3 ore the vnnruc,rd artios to thu detriment of the revolu- 
iOflarrtcrSS, 
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The PNC is carrying out insidious propaganda that there is no difference between 
the PPP and the PNC No doubt this is being--done-to justify for itself the vanguard 
rule and psychologically to prepare the ground-fox"establishing a de facto if not a 
d. j.iire minority, authoritarian one-party dictatorship. 

We must maintain our identity as the PPP. 	e must vigorously fight against any 
or all attempts to liquidate our Party. 

We must make clear the many differences between the  FF1-and the PNC. From a 
principled, position, the Party must continue. to expose all the distortions and devia-
tions of Marxism-Leninism. 

Socialism means public ownership of the means of production, distribution and 
exchange. While supporting the cooperative movement, it muse continue to expose and 
oppose the false ideology that cooperatives wilibe the means by which socialism will 
come to Guyana; that the cooperative sector will become the dominant sector. Turning 
over nationalised enterprises into cooperatives is not the way to build socialism. 
Rather, it is the way to construct a new form of capitalism, what one PNC minister 
recently, dubbed "people's capitalism." 

Further,, we do not see the attainment of socialism without first completing tne 
anti-imperialist process by the nationalisation of the Booker's monopoly, the banks 
and the insurance npanies. 

Apologists for the PNC try to explain away the _,government's inaction in this regard  
by reference to Allende's downfall. They state that if it moved resolutel a ainst the 
foreign sharks, it would suffer the same fate as that  of Allende' s Popular Unity 
government. 	. 

This excuse is not justified by the facts. Allende's Popular Unity had no control 
of the state apparatus and the army; it did not even have a majority in the National 
Assembly. And there was an entrenched local capitalist-landlord clasp with well-
financed and strong parties and control of the mass media. 

In. Guyana, the situation is quite different. The PNC has control.of the whole 
state machine, including the police and army, it has a two-thirds majority, althoi,igh 
stolen, in the National Assembly. And it is blessed with a situation in which. the.. 
opposition PPP, representing about 55-6 	of the people, has a principled and firm 
anti-imperialist, pro-socialist position. The United Force, which had only 112 per cent 
support of the electorate in 1964 is now a spent force.' 

In this 'sense, Guyana is somewhat unique. Not only the genOral,' but also the 
particular,-must be seen.  

The situation is very different from many "third world" countries with petty-
bourgeois nationalist governments, where certain positive steps have beeh taken which 
have the effect of weakening imperialism. The internal balance of forces in Guiana 
is far more favourable for revolution. 

For instance, if a comparison is made of Guyana and Venezuela, it will be found 
hat in both countries the governments have taken more or less the same steps in domestic 
and foreign policies. But there are big differences. 

In Venezuela, there are the traditional military and strong rightist political 
forces; and, thus the grave danger of rightist subversion and/or an imperialist-inspired 
military coup as in Chile. 

In Guyana, on the other hand, the PNC can take a finn stand against imperialism 
as there is not, the same danger of the overthrow of the government by ultra-rightist 
subversion and/or military coup. But political opportunism prevents it from so doing. 
It wants to maintain one foot in the imperialist camp, while reaching out half-
heartedly with the other to the socialist camp. 

In Venezuela, the Communist Party is permitted to function democratically to grow 
and to influence the political process. And in turn, it gives critical support to the 
government especially in view of dangers forcing the country from th& reactionary forces, 

In Guyana, the minority regime is rulihp, autocraticay and. using administrative, 
psychological and other means to restrict and hamstring the rnaority PPP, to prevent 
it from playing   its vanguard role. 

This  must  he combatted with all the force at our ccmnd, Without the 	the 
rcess ,1lst  1-ipr1 	j.. ' 	'H 301 I1'3 	 LJ 	It is '.L h  accident 

(I, 



that 'Guyanese are the most politically class-conseious  and forwardlooking in the: 
whole En-lish-speaking:Caribbeanor this achievement credit belongs to the PPP. 

In further elaboration of the differences between the PPP and the PNC, we must 
point out clearly that socialism cannot be attained by military-bureaucratic minprity 
rule from above. Without majority involvement, without people's democracy, there can 
be no socialism. There must be democracy at all levels -- central and local government, 
tradeUnion„,industrial. 	• 

In Guyana, the road to socialism is being built frpi;l'the topby an-  integrated 
party-state military bureaucratic apparatus and party-state handpicked and controlled 
Organiaations. • 

• 
On the other hand,. in Cuba for instanCe,'socialism Is: being built on 3 foundations-- . 

thc:party (the Communist Party • of '0.1ba at the vanguard of the Werking class), the 
government and the people, each playing its -independent role'. The Committees for the 
Defence of the Revolution,,:  and the demoOraticaIlyrUn Mass organisations like the trade 
unions, the small farmers association (ANAP); the women's-Organisations, etc. are some 
of the grass-roots bodies free from governmant control throuji which the people speak. 

We must make it clear that it is not enough to send students to learn aboUt fisher-
ies, and others to observe work-study in Cuba. What is needed is to see socialist 
Cuba as an integrated whole - the theory and practice, philosophy and political economy, 
of scientific socialism, of Marxism7Leninsm., a. 	. 	. 

-TAn'end Must be...put to corruption andeXtraVagance 	corrupt-, extravagant-regime 
will not succeed in $Inspiring the people. A code of conduct supervised-  personally by 
the leader of the PNC is not sufficient; there must be a law, a National Anti-Corrup-
tion Board and !twatch-dog committees!' everywhere. 

And the PPP must launch a•vigorous.campat8(14aLad_E221:t ical  and racial discrimina-
tion. Apart from being a. denial of basic huMan'righta; it it a cure which ham'ers 
national develumentl it places  obstacles to the fulleat. mebilisation of human resources. 
We must press for Ecual OpportunitEand Fair EMPli.24ent•Practices'legislation'and for 
substantial representations in public service Commissions and Employment Exohanges. 
We must document all cases of .discrimination, and relentiessly'puraue them at all 
levels until this vicious ractice ia'ended. 

While there are many pitfalls ahead which must be avoided, there is also-clearly 
a . new, broad vista opening up, a stretch of firm, common, ground on which the PPP can 
build and go forward with the working masses* .It is with these masses that the Party, 
as the vanguard of the revolutionary struggle in Guyana, must ever more closely and 
intimately identify itself, without itself losing its identity, its patriotic commitment 
to the fullest realisation of the potential of our: people and our country. 

What we believe in and have foughtfor,is winning out. In Portugal, Greece, 
Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau, Vietnam,. CaMbodia,.LaoS, and-eisewhere, our'brOthers'who 
faced great odds, have achieved spectacular successes. 

Day after. day more and more victories roll in. A few days ago the criminal' OAS 
blockade against socialist Cuba was lifted. Hot on its. heels has come the signing of 
the code of behaviour by 35 European and North American states at the Helsinki European 
Security Conference --)an achievement which the Sevict Union 'has steadily worked for. 
This, till deepen detente, improve the chances of pea0e and sCourity in Europe, and 
have far-reaching influences everywhere for peace, freedol and socialism. 

A..great future is.bcfore us. 'Lotus bore forward. with. confidence. 

In the words of our Party -song, let us keep the, red flag flying.. 

LONG LIVE THE WORKING CIASS! 	. 

LONG LIVE PROLETARIAN INTERNEITIONALISM!. 

LONG. LIVE THEp.P.P.I. 

AUGUST 3, 1975. 

Nadira
CJ




